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Abstract

The dominant complexities of English teaching at junior high schools in lndonesia are about failing on the
design of teaching instruction (especially on learning materials and teaching methods) r.vhich still cannot
optimally retlect on students' needs (in particular of horv to acquire knowledge and select the most effectir,e
leaming models). This research is to develop learning materials with the complete teaching instructions based
on task activities by using CALL at seventh graders ofjunior high school in Indonesia. In order to entirelr'
develop comprehensive materials, the flrst step is to do need analysis especially identifying task based
learning model which fulfils students' expectation. creates and develops pre task and task cycle (consisting of
task. planning. and reporting) into CALL integration of learning modul. The results of the students' need
shorv that they like to have appropriate materials for their level, related to real life, variety of media and
sources of learning chiefly incorporated to computer which optimizes interactive, contextual, and authentic
materials. Therefore the design of its prototype consists of three main steps; pre-task activities are for
observin-e and questioning stage rvhich are implemented by giving English comics rvith thematic situations,
main task activities are by explorin-e, and associating stage lvhich are done by presentirtg real life situations on
videos, songs, and stories rvhich elaborate exercises, role play. and discussion sections, and post task activity.
is for communicating stage in that it is to provide more follorv-up activities in wider contexts. The evaluation
of the final product is done bv validating the materials by means of a group discussion of Engl ish teachers.

Keywords: Task Based Learning. CALL

Introduction
English materials had been developed by many curriculum designers and teachers, but the process

of implementing the materials in real setting of English classes are still not quite successful especially in the
maner ol making students.activeness in the process of'teachirrg and learning. These phenomena are
because of the follor.ving reasons:
l. Nfanl' English learning models and slrategies rvere adopted similarly to the first and ori-einal setting and

situations of the flrst and the second language leamers in rvhich English is considered lrequently as the
natire language learners. This limited eltbrts on adapting and modilling the ori_einal concepts of English
langua_ee strategies into local uses and settings had influenced unsuccesstul output ofthe English teaching
in Indonesia.

2. lt is the fact that students' expectations and needs are rarely and limitedll, identilled to fulfill their exact
\\'ants to learn English u'hich is used to starl learning. This is because teachers have limited time span to
prepare them rvell before determining concrete materials and lesson plan for certain characteristics of
ren local leaming settings. So it is not because teachers do not knor.v how to do it but it is just a matter of
putting limited extra time to consider and prepare the appropriate lesson plan rvith the students' interests.

-1. Thethirdreasonisaboutthevastdevelopmentofinformationandtechnologyespeciall-""ineducational
seclors chiet'I1 on optimizing educational sen,ices including special attentions on the uses of lT in
delirering msterials and teaching process and evaluation. lt is realll'and massively demanded by
educational stakeholders that include the high ecpectations olstudents that tend to alrvays lbllou'- uptade
and access inlbrmation openll . dlnamicalll. and quickly-

Those three above reasons realll' trigger nerv researchers of English Language Teaching to initiate
;:e::lr elr and innor atir ely help teachers solle their problerrrs b,v-' doing analvsis deepll' on students'
1.3-;g5-r;ir. teachers' e\pectation. school and go\ernment $ants and goals of learning. l'he prototypes of.the
.:::rsisrrillpositiielr contributetosuitnithappropriateteachingmodelsatclassroom.

Prt-rblems on Enelish teaching at -junior high students should also be seen at micro scope especially

':n lhc ihir.rctcristics ol'thc learners thenrsel\es as pan ot-the srJrving process of leaming. Harmer (2009)
;::.r:.-ler!zes the learners ot'this age uith the lollosing corrmonnesses:
l" Thel are at the beginning of adoslecent age u ith the habits of communicating among others intensively

s'-.ihrl rhis is considered to be the best period oflearning English.
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2. This initial adoslecent student al\.vays has strong and close loyalty to groups rather than to even their orvn
parents or teachers.

3. Group dependability is quiet dominant because this is the best time for the student to search his or her
individual personality-

By considering those reasons in can be concluded that. English teaching models have to be able to
provide spaces fbr students to interact originally with their natural principles of communication. So English
teaching strategy which lbcuses on tasks just like Task-Based Language Teaching and Learning (TBLT)
completed by comprehensive students' need analysis is an altemative and supportive solution (which is

proposed in this research and development) to create natural process oflearning.
Other considerations on the use ofTask Based Language Teaching is that students ofjunior high

need natural and original activities rvhich positively contribute to the development of communicative skills so

that they are able to develop their olvn potencies maximally in learning of any situations and conditions.
'iasks or learning activities- according to Ellis (1993), consist of some aspects as follows:
l. A task should be able to involve prior focus on meaning (pragmatically).
2. A task should contain a gap (this is a kind of information gap, thinking gap, and opinion gap).

3. A student can select freely the linguistic resources to accomplish his or her own task so that more
alternatives resources which are provided naturally help students' opportunity develop their creativities.

4. A task should also consist ofa clear non linggistic output
All requirements of establishing tasks of learning in the intended research are designed, planned,

and supported at the Task Based Language Teaching by at least following three main activities that is pre-
task (a teacher has to deliver what are the students' expectations in learning especially ofdoing tasks they
rvill experience in the classroom), task cycle (during this task activities students are doing particular tasks
rvhich are usually done in small groups depended on the types of the tasks they have to cope with), planning
(this is optional in that after doing the classroom tasks they prepare for classroom presentation in written or
in spoken), report (Optional), students present their results of tasks to be delivered for the rvhole class
members, analysis (Optional), in this case the teacher reviews language functions and expressions used
during the task accomplishment, and review (Altemative), this can be in terms of final report, a plan- an

analysis, and any practices, and r.vhen the learners had created real linguistic product for example texts,
presentation, audio or videos, they can revierv each other by giving constructive feedbacks.

Task Based Teaching (The nature oftask)
Many experts have different opinions on tasks but they come into a similar vierv point that task is a

leaming activity which guides students for learning performance so that they can process the content of
Iearning optimally. Task Based Language Learning model. in this case, prioritizes the learning activity on
meaning in that the teaching action is expected to be able to maximize the existing learning resources in
classroom. The goal of this task based is to provide authcntic functions of leamin,e that contribute to
contextual and natural process of learning. Mostly learners are preparing learning tasks to be done in
classroom, then reporting the tasks and after that focusing the analysis of learning the meaning behind the
tasks to drarv on the knorvledge naturally and autonomously of the leaming materials.
The teachitrg tlesign of task based language learning

The model of task based language teachin-e,uvas firstly developed by Prabu (1987) which has three
main Models that is pre-task (this is contmonly called a preparatory activity). task cycle (this is meaning

focttsed actit,ity or interactive process action), and post task (this is an activityfor attending toform).This
model then u'as developed more by Willis (1996) into six steps thatis pre task (input, focus ott nteaning),

task, assess task, planning, task presentalion, post task langttagefocus).
Branden (201 1) also explains that Task Based Language Teaching requires learners to be active and

have the main roles in learning English language. They' have to take important roles and same responsibilities
in terms of material content. language patterns and expressions during the accomplishment of tasks, and have

representative loles to discuss application aspects and the evaluation oftask based language teaching. In this
case the teacher main role is to motivate and to support their students naturally in the process of task based

implementation.
Thomas and Reinders (2011) states that based on the development of information and technology in

iiris cra- the needs of developing task based language teaching and learning should rnainl-v relate to CALL
(Computer Assisted Language Learning). The need of integrating CALL and this Task Based Language

Learninq is a part of the necessaitl' of the leamers themselves who live in the intbrmation era. Therefore.
d::sign instruction and learning materials should rellect the current demands especialll lbr English teachers

:rrrd curriculum designers. The research done by Thomas (201l) also clarifies that technology'-nretliated lask
based approacft had given significant effects to leamers in particular all leamers learnin-e English in Japan. In
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I-act the tlndin-es also shou that the students are highly motivated rvhen the learnin,e. instruction is closely
connected to infbrmation and technology.

Some research findings had completed understanding of the Task Based Language methods for
example Jeon and Hann (2006) rvho fbcus on the perception about TBLT of students and teachers r,vhere the;'
are learning general English in Korea in rvhich the findings oftheir research shorv that learners have positive
perception about TBLT implementation. Since a lot of research findings had supported positively the
implementation of TBLT so Dailel' (2009) developed a curriculum of skill courses at the secondary schools
u'ith Task Based Language Teaching and Learning in Korea.

Many other interesting researchs on TBLT had focused more on specific skills of English such as
Rahman (2010) who had developed Task Based Language Learning at the junior high school in India and
Setyaningrum (2011) who improved rvriting ability at junior high school in Surakarta by using Task Based
Language Teaching and Learning.

Researchs cn TBLT are also related to skill courses rvith the characteristics and the personality of
learners such as Robinson (201 l) who had investigated the connection between TBLT and occuracy, fluency,
and complexity. Moreover another research done by Thomas (2011) even had investigated the needs ol
leamers to be supported b;-' the implementation of TBLT which is also connected to technology-mediated to
EFL learners in Japan.

This research and development actually adapts the previous steps of Jinxia (2010) which implements
the summarized and modified TBLT models of the previous explanations and descriptions. The design of the
task -based lessor includes steps and learning components rvhich have a set of tasks to be mainly achieved.
In general. task based language teaching and learning covers three main principles which reflect the
implementation of the method chronologically:

l. Pre-task. This relates to teacher and student's activity done before starting classroom teaching and
learning. By doing these activities, students are encouraged to have familiarity ofpracticing tasks as
Ellis (2003) and Willis ( 1996) had stated that observation process for individual and group activities
is usefull to enhance cognitive ability of student. At this tep. students are to plan of accomplishing
task performances u'hich involve language and strategic aspects in that the teachers should help
students provide guidances to focus on the content and the models that they have to finish lbr their
tasks. Ihis kind olarvareness is actually relevant to the idea oiHarmer (1998) stating that all
Ieamers should ahval's be promoted to explicitly aware of their attention especially on fluency,
complexities, and accuracy.

2. Whilst -task. This is a centered process of teaching and leaming in the main classroom activities
u'hich are supported by varietv ofinstructional strategies.

3. Post-task. This involves procedures to follow up learning performances rvhich optimize learning
tasks.
The concrete proposed desi-en ofthe task based lessons can be given in the follorving explanations.

The framervork ofdesienine the task-based lessonstn

Phase The choices of sample activities
A. Pre-task Franring activities

Preparing time allotment
Doing initial tasks

B. Durin-e -task Time preasure
Natural and authentic tasks
Think of the number of students

C. Post-task Report the learning tasks
Improving students' awareness in learning
Repeat and develop the tasks

The Importance of CALL
Computer-assisted Language Learning (CALL) is shortly defined by Levy (1997) as aa "search and

studr ol' computer applications in langua-ee teaching and learning." CALL covers a rvide range ot- ICT
applications and appr-oaches to teaching and learning foreign lan-euages- fi'om the course driil-and-practice
CALL in thc 1960s and 1970s- thcn developed into ne,uver CALL such as virtual leaming environments and
distance learning-based neb. It also extends to the use olcorpora and concordancers. interactive u'hiteboard.
computer-rnt:diatcd cornnrunication (CMC). Language learning in cyberspace- and Mobile-Assisted
Language l.earning (lVlA I-L).

At flrst- the term CALI (Computer-assisted instruction) has long been developing belbre the term
CALL appears. CALI term is less enthused by education practitioners with respect to the instruction because
it is still used bl,teachers in promoting language teaching centered model r,l'here the learning process is still
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dcminated by the teacher completely. With the development olthe learning model that fbcuses on learner-
centered model of the CALL (Computer-Assisted Language Learnin-e) more practitioners are. receiving
because the learning process is dominated by the activity ofstudents in learning. Therefore- in the 1980s
(14!-L term has started growing rapidly.

CALL current philosophy emphasizes leaming on student-centered materials that allorv students to
rvork on their own. Such materials may be structured or unstructured- but the material usually contains t\\'o
important features: interactive learning and individual learning. CALL is essentially a tool that helps teachers
to facilitate the language learning process. It can be used to reinforce r'vhat has been learned in the classroom
or a-" a repair tool to help students r.vho need extra support.

Design of CALL materials generally take into consideration the principles of language pedagogy
and methodology, which may be derived from the different learning theories (eg behaviourist- cognitive-
constructivist) and second language acquisition theory by Stephen Krashen of the input hypothesis. The
c+inbination of face-to-face teaching and CALL is usually ref-erred to as blended learning. This Blended
learning is also designed to enhance the learning potential.

In order to sustain easily the implementation of Task Based Language Learning, it needs a
supporting media to really fulfill students' leaming expectations in particular to suit naturalll' with their
needs when learning English language. The substantial media in this case is CALL (Computer Assisted
Language Learning) in which it is computer applications to be developed integratively in teaching and
learning English. This computer application is also integrated by information and technology r,,',ith its forms
possibly like virtual learning model, web based, white board interactive, or communication using computer
softwares and other applications. By seeing the character development of CALL which stresses on student
center learning and its integration rvith Task Based Language Learning, it is expected that the product can
fulfill the concrete students' needs for learning E,nglish. The piinciples of developing this task based
Language Teaching by CALL still refer to the important principles of pedagogy and teaching methodologl'
integrating cognitive, behaviouristic, or constructivistic.

Therefore this research is intended to develop teaching model of Task Based using CALL ,'vhich is
expected to finally suit rvith students needs at the junior high school students. The model of Task.Based
Language Teaching developed in this research is about English Language subjects for seven graders ofiunior
high shool students. This research therefore is expected to give inspiration io enhance teaching English at that
level by integrating the uses of information and technology and CALL in teaching.

Research Method
This study uses Research and Development (R & D) which is expected to produce the form of the product of
learning modules designed'uv.ith a task-based approach to teaching..This study uses the combined stages of
development that has been developed by McGriff (2000), Anrvar (2000)- and Sugiyono (201 l) rvhich is otien
referred to as the modified ADDIE model lvith the fr-rllor'ving steps:

Need Analysis-
At this stage, researchers conducted a needs analysis rrhich is mainl;- lbcused on children in the seventh

grade of junior high school of SMPN I and SMP Muhammadil'ah l2 Gresik. Researchers gave questionnaires
to students and intevier.v the English teachers to knou'the actual needs of the teaching model of English in
school respectively.

A questionnaire for students. As noted by Anrvar (2000) that the questionnaire at this stage should
include some things, they are; (a) the background and purpose of student leaming- (b) the tasks that should be

performed by the students in gaining an understanding of English and Science at once- (c) to explore the
tar_eet skills. (d) identify the specific language of his proficiency, and (e) to determine the integration ol-
learning activities. Thus- to summarize then there are t\\'o ma.ior things that is target needs (target market
needs) and learning needs (the needs ofho,uv to learn) in the questionnaire ol-this needs analtsis. Since all
students at the tl.r,o schools that is SMPNI and SMPM l2 have the same opportunitl as the respondent- the
samoling technique is simple random.

lnstruction Design. After all information are collected completely. at this stage- researchers developed a
drai't model of learning English fbr the junior high school. Inlormation collected include competence
standard, basic competence- theme and topic of studl'. level of ditficultl- media. and learnin_e activities. In
accordance r,vith the purposes and objectives at the be_einning ofthis study. the choice ot'Task-based learning
development model is desi-ened in each sequence olinstluctional deliverr of darfi module cornpleted br the
appropriate CALL media. The final result at this stage is to complete drati ol-the English language learning
noCel which is clearly to follor'v the sequence of activities of'-l'ask Based correctll uhich include: pre task.
durirrg the task, and post-task. Such design choices once again are based on hou to assist teachers in
implementing learning activities that truly enhance the student's abilitl'.
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Model Development.
At this stage. the researcher completes and develops the product rvell accordirtg to a draft that has

been made in the previous stage in that the learning model contained within the moCuie is by applying the
task-based learning. Therefore- three activities, described in depth in the model- are ready to be used. namely:
pre task which includes leaming activities in order to prepare students to understand the strategic planning in
the core task; during task '"vhich provides the core activities with an ernphasis on the completion of tasks
regarding the process and content of the work. post-task-oriented emphasing on understanding the material
and preparation of subsequent fbllorv-up activities to strengthen the core material. Task-based learning model
is of course also equipped rvith media of CALL and evaluation tools are needed to expedite the process so
that in this student module and the teacher's role in learning are very clear and precise.
Focus Group Discussion (FGD).

Once the module has been compiled and developed based on task-based leaming approach to the
media of CALL, the next step is to conduct an analysis.of thc material in the form of focus group discussion
followed by all the English teachers from SMP I and SMPN4 12. The purpose of this FGD is looking for
suggestions for improvements in relation to materials, procedures, activities, and the format that has been
developed before the material is tested in the real classroom. This stage is often called the validation process.
Results, Discussion and Product Development
This section describes the four stages of development according to the researchers who conducted the
research design used in chapter three. namely the analysis of requirements, design draft (prototype model),
development, and Focus Group Discussion (FGD). Up to this time, to meet the progress report, all stages:
analysis ofneeds, prototype design, product development, and FGD can had been done completely.
Results and discussion of Needs Analysis

In accordance with"the draft instrument planned in this study, the combination of open and closed
questionnaires be an option. The questionnaire was given to two groups ofteachers and students in the school
of SMP Muhammadiyah 12 GKB (as the best private school in Gresik) and SMPNI Gresik (as the best state
SMP school in Gresik regency). This questionnaire contains two important things in accordance with the
theoretical analysis is to analyze the needs of the target needs (needs of the target) and the analysis of
learning needs.

The questionnaire was given to the target numbers of 40 respondents (forty students) with reference to
the eight cases, namely; the order of materials used, learning activities pertaining to real life, the use of
instructional media such as audio, visual. or audio-visual, variations in the use of learning resources,
techniques of leaming tasks and groups- the use of media images in learning. learning English expectations
associated rvith CALL media- the importance of group learning models using audio- video, and computer
needed. Results of the questionnaire are about the target needs can be presented in table 2. I as follorvs:

abel 2.1 tulation of Needs
No Aspects Yes (7") No {7")
I Seouence of material from easv to difficult 100 0
2. Learnins activities rvith resard to real life r00 0

J. The use ofaudio, visual, or audio-visual learning 100 0
4. Use of a variety of learnins resources r00 0

Learning techniques to group tasks 95 )
6. The use of oictures in leamine 90 10

7. Expectations to learn Enslish bv using audio. video. and computer 100 0

8. The importance of group learning models using audio. video- and
comDuter needed.

100 0

Total 98. r 1.9

comment:
It takes an interactive learnins bv ootimizins information technolosv and comnuter

The data in Table 2.1 shorv that all respondents (100%) agreed and wanted the sequence leaming
materials ran,eing ttom the easiest to the most difficult. Likeu'ise. about the leaming activities related to real
lif-e- all respondents (100%) also agreed and u'anted material in accordance u'ith their natural life and during
studying in junior high. About the use ol instructional media such as audio- visual. or audio-visual and the
lariations of learning resource usage, all respondents (100%) also r,vanted the same thing that is more varied
and use a r.vide variety of media. especially the use of CALL. But in terms of learning techniques to the task
and in groups as much as 38 respondents (95%) considered it adequate and 2 respondents (5%) is not
adequate, meaning that they needed appropriate leaming techniques in each class activity. In terms of the use
of media images in learning, as many as 36 respondents (90%) agreed and f-elt adequate but there are four
respondents (10%) stated inadequate, meaning that still required the development of media diversity in the
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classroom. Next. about the hope of learning English language associaled u'ith the media CALL and the
importance of group learning models usirig audio, video. and computer required, all 40 respondents (100%)
agrccd and considered them very important in the leaming process. Even in the open comments of the
i;rcrvierv given, all wanted no integration betrveen the optimization of media using CALL with interactive
leaming model creatively.

Furthermore. the second questionnaire is regarding the learning needs (study needs) u,hich is for
English teachers. This questionnaire consists of 6 (six) aspects of the order of English competence being
taught- conformity theme r.vith learning needs- the selection of learning strategies, diversity of leaming
activities- the breadth of the authentic source and contextual learning. and the optimization of IT media in
learning. The recapitulation of of leaming needs findings recorded in table 2.2 as follows:

The data in Table 2-2 abot'e shou,s that all teachers (.l00%) agreed that the order of English
language competence being taught and the conformity' theme are suitable as learning needs written in the

2013 curriculum and s1'llabus tbr class 7 of junior high school level. Horvever- related to the selection of
learning strategies and variety of leaming activities. 6 (six) respondents considered adequate and 2

respondents (25%) considered inadequate. Furthermore- tu,o of the respondents argued that the required
expansion of the selection strateg) should be more detail within its applicability and the need for the

development ollearning'activities should be rvith many choices and varieties. Associated rvith the breadth of
the authentic souiie and contextual of learning. as man)'as seven (7) of the respondents (87-5%) considered

adequate but there iS 1 (one) ofthe respondents (12.5%) considered inadequate for the reason that even

though library facilities are adequate but authentic and contextual teaching materials are still lack. Related to
the optimization of IT media in learning- 6 (sis) respondents considered adequate (75o/o) and 2 (trvo) of the

respondents (25%) considered inadcquate tbr the reason that IT related to the development of teaching
materials is not yet optimal. In general- all rcspondents agreed that the development of the model required IT-
ba:rcd teachin_e, materials that can be used as a reference bl. teachers because there is lack material
incorporating elements of IT in learning.
Results, Discussion, and Development of the Product Design

This section describes a summar) of the lindings and the results of a needs analysis in the previous
sectiorr by pursing the drati protot)pe material or material pattern using task-based approach and CALL. In
other u'ords- this section is a summarl'of the tindings and analysis of the needs rvhich are then used as the

basis lbr deterntining the content of-prototlpe design o1'the material in each chapter that will be developed.

In sr:mmar1,- the design or prototype material ol'scientillc approach uith a combination of task-based and

CALL can be summarized in table 2.3 as lbllorvs:
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Tabel 2.1 The ion ot needs

No Aspects Acce
ptabl
e(o/nl

Less
acceptable

(o/"\

Comments

Enelish competence sequence being taught r00 0 Already well
2. Conformity with the theme study needs r00 0 Already well
t- The selection of leaming strategies 75 25 Selection strategy must be detailed

within its application
4 The diversity of learning activities 75 25 Choice of learning activities needs a

lot of varieties
5. Breadth of the authentic and contextual

leaming resources
87.5 12.5 Adequate library resources but

authentic and contextual teaching
materigls are still less then the
exnectation.

6. Optimization of the IT media in learning 75 25 IT related to the development of
teachine materials is not vet oDtirnal

Average 85.4 14.6

7. Supporting Learning environment There are some provided facilities;
laptops. Internet, vcd / dvd, lcd, lab.

8. Additional Comments: Required model of development of
iT-based teaching materials that can
be used as a reference by teachers.
because there is lack material
incorporating elements of IT in
learninq.
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Tabel 2.3 Prototype
Scientific Approach materials and Task-based Approach r.vith CALL

according to the results ofanalysis needs
Pre-Task Activities ((Observing
dan questioning)

English-language comic Pictures of thematic atmosphere in each
chapter.

1. Listening the piece of one (or trvo) comic pictures within comic
conversations in accordance to theme of I istening to each chapter

2. Deepening (discussing ) pieces of the listening rvithin the group to
encourage the curiosity of students by askin-e mainly on the
following things:
- Completeness of existing themes and its discussion
- The attitude of the students which are required

Task Stage (Exploringt' npd
associating)

Presenting an atmosphere of learning trully about the themes raised in
the material of each chapter.
l. The attitude shown by each person involved
2. Videos about some learning situations
3. Discussion of the attitude shown by each person in the group studied
4. Language focus (eg exercises ofmatching the images and sounds,

pair work, role play. etc.).
Post Task Activities
(Communicating)

Follow up discussions that promote advanced communication required
by students in each material (for example of a good home school
activities conducted related to teachers. parents. etc.. greeting,
farewell).
I . Role plays of attitudes tor,vards school teachers, friends, and a good
parent
2. Songs that support and trainine analysis

Briefly, table 2.3 above illustrates that task-based language teaching and learning is an umbrella
approach of learning processes developed in each of learning activit."". Of course- the main ref'erence of the
referred competence is the core competence and basic competences contained in the syllabus of learning of
seventh grade English injunior high school in accordance to curriculum of20l3. Furthermore, the scientific
approach as a basis of learning method is developed simultaneouslv in everr-' steps of task-based language
teaching rvhich contains three main steps- namely pre-task activities. the main task activities, and post-task
activities.

ln general; the orders of of learning materials in the pre-task activities are started by presenting a
series of images (eg. image comics) English speaking about the atmosphere in accordance to thematic
syllabus then students were given the opportunity to hear the pieces of one (or ts'o) of the comic
conversations in the listening- The next step is to give students the opportunity to deepen (discuss) the
listening ofthe pieces in small groups to encourage the curiositl'ofstudents and give them the opportunitl to
ask, especially on matters relating to the completeness of material and discussion of existing and attitudes
necessary in the circumstances. Thus- the learning process at the stage ofpre-task activities can give students
the opportunity to undertake a comprehensive observing and questioning manner.

At the stage of Task Activities. its main activity is the attempt to brin-e atmosphere to leam trull.v-

about the themes raised in accordance to real-lit-e activities. So- at this stage. students are trained to: pertbrm
exploration: at the same time the association regarding the attitude shorvn bt'each person involved in the
leaming activities: sharpen and explore the video that presents a real leaming situations around them- discuss
of the attitude shou,n by each people in study group; and deepen the language rules required for language
focus to master the expected basic competencies (eg exercises olmatching the images and sounds. pair lr'ork-
role pla,v- etc.).

The last stage or Post Task Activities specifically aims to develop the by students communication
skills (Communicatin-e) r'vhich includes activities that promote a lollor.r,-up discussion of adr"anced
communication required by students in each material (fbr example about a good home school actiriries
conducted related to teachers. parents. etc. . greeting. farer,r'ell)- So the learning technique activities can be
role-pla1, (about attitudes torvards school teachers. flriends. and good parents). or sing and analvze songs and
exercises that support the analysis.

All the three stages rvould be executed b1 the using ol-the CAI-L nredia (computer assisted lansuage
learning) rvhich, in this case. uses the combination of autorun pro-sram. adobe audition and hot potatoes
combined by multi-media (audio-video) to the expectations of teachers and students so that it can be used
easily and simply in classroom or for individual learning (the product is copied inro CD).
Conclusion
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In accordance \\'ith the the steps listed development research in the previous section- this research concludes
the lbllou ing points:

l. The analyses have done to students and teachers' needs by focusing on the target needs and the leamin-e
needs for the implementation of learning in seventh grade of junior high school. The results of the
anal)sis indicate that the target needs of the students had concluded in the lbllou'ings. the agreement on
the importance of the order ol' the materials used. learning activities peI1aining to real lif-e, the use of
instructional media such as audio, visual, ol audio-visual. variations in the use of learning resources-
learning techniques to the task and in groups, the use of media images in learning, the importance of
media of CALL- and the importance of group learning models using audio. video. and computer. The
results shorved that learning needs ofteachers agree on the the order ofE,nglish language competence and
its material conformity that should be taught in the curriculum of 2013. Horvever- they hope the variation
of the learning selection activities such as authentic learning resources. the optimization of IT. and more
dynamic leaming enr ironment.

2. The design development ol the materials in this study thus concluded that task-based learning process
(task-based learning) is a necessity, to optimize the scientific approach that has been required in the
curriculum of 2013. Furthermore, in accordance with the the needs, that media-based of CALL (computer
assisted language leaming) is the best option help optimize the desires and needs of learners.

3. In accordance rvith the the breadth and the basic competencies that exist in the syllabus, nine based
leaming materials u,ith the using of the Task-Based of CALL media have been developed. All materials
developed are made in the form ofa program file that can be used by the learners or teachers in classical
or individually.

4. Focus Group Discussion (FGD) has been performed as the last step in this research rvith the focusing on
critical analysis of- the finished Broduct rvhich has been developed by inviting the users of the material
(especially teachers).
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